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Abstract

The role of culture lies not just in empowering self-articulations and investigation with respect to people and groups, yet additionally in creating innovativeness as a social power. The solidarity of India reflects a diversity of religions, societies, traditions and dialects. Culture has some part as condition in offering sustenance to the human nearness. Folk tradition in India clearly has an awesome potential in the universal market as a result of its customary stylish sensibility and legitimacy. Additionally, Culture is subsequently indispensable to all advancement and it is felt that we should give sufficient thoughtfulness regarding this segment in the Five Year Plans and not regard it as a negligible segment. So as to help build up a national information base of all traditional folk items and ancient pieces accessible with the exhibition halls at different levels, and to give upgraded availability to researchers, specialists and educated guests, another Plan was presented amid the twelfth Plan time frame. This paper identifies the music and painting and drama as an importance source of information for the study of history and helps in filling research gaps in extent literature, concisely describes the objectives of the study by identifying research questions, develops the conceptual framework and proposes.
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INTRODUCTION

Culture is that the expression of our nature in our modes of living and thinking. It should be seen in our literature, in non secular practices, in recreation and delight. Culture has two distinctive components, namely, material and non-material. Material culture consists of objects that are associated with the fabric facet of our life like our dress, food, and unit product. Non-material culture refers to concepts, ideals, thoughts and belief. Indian culture has been formed by its long history, and its different topography. All old fanciful stories we have today originated from a long standing oral convention. The people and folk arts of India are very ethnic and simple, and yet colorful and vibrant enough to talk volumes about the India’s wealthy heritage. The word, 'folk' has extensive variety of comprehension and meanings – despite the fact that the definition of folk art is not but firm, it can be taken into consideration as the artwork created among organizations that exist within the framework of a developed society but, for geographic or cultural motives, are largely separated from the cosmopolitan inventive traits in their time and that produce exceptional styles and gadgets for local wishes and tastes. The output of such an art represents a unique complex of primitive impulses and traditional practices subjected each to state-of-the-art influences and to surprisingly neighborhood developments, other than aesthetic issues, the look at of folk artwork is in particular revealing in regard to the connection among artwork and tradition.

Following oral convention Indian culture has a standout amongst the lively societies on the planet. The idea of mainstream culture as people culture was an innovation produced using methods for seeing the way of life of the men and women and their families who worked in the land as agricultural workers. It was their stories the authorities called people stories, their moves they called society moves, their tunes they called society tunes, their conventions they called fables, a form of their way of life they called folk culture. Indian folk culture is characterized by its simplicity. Indigenous culture is in many ways the basis of the folk culture.

Folklore has a vital position in handing down social norms, spiritual know-how and information and in preserving the social shape strong. Folklore arts, beliefs, rites, rituals, myths, rural handicrafts etc. are elements that enrich our folk-lifestyle. Each social shape has particular customs and practices in addition to systems of beliefs. Folk arts and ideals play an essential role
in the timely reforms and setting up of these customs and practices. India has acquired a Pre-Aryan culture which is reflected in the people craftsmanship. Distinctive religions, orders and convictions have existed together all through Indian customary life. For the reason that days of faraway past, the diversified artwork and cultural paperwork generated with the aid of the tribal and rural people of India, have persisted to evince their creative magnificence. Apart from their notable brilliance from the perspective of aesthetics, the folk art and subculture forms have played an instrumental function in reinforcing national integrity, crystallizing social harmony and fortifying communal harmony.

**Indian Heritage**

The texture of Indian social culture has been spun with yarns from various societies: the Persian, Arabic, Turkish, and English societies. The rustic culture's requirements for workmanship and art objects are provided by the nearby specialists and skilled workers who are principally of three kinds i.e. formal, utilitarian and individualistic. These advancements are to be found in the theme of Madhubani painting, Kantha painting and Kalighat Pata Chitra. Indian Folk Art Paintings in a way encompasses the beliefs, rituals, stories and tradition of a particular place. Beautiful wood cutting, weaving, bin work, earthen product and so on are among the run of the utilitarian society craftsmanship. These are made by rural specialists with no formal preparing, and the majority of these outlines are rehashed by many generations. Those were likewise made in Harappa five thousand years previously. Some society craftsmen endeavor to explore different avenues regarding new structures every now and then and make an individualistic kind of people craftsmanship. These specialists build up another style inside the old arrangement.

India is a land of rich cultural heritage, these folk art forms are an embodiment of the diverse cultures within the country and each one is different and unique from the rest. However, these art forms have been on the decline, some time back, some untouched by modernization, some adjusting to new paint hues and materials. The Indian Museum parts are overseers of a portion of the world's most valuable accumulations and there is a critical requirement for ability up-gradation to be better caretakers of India's social riches. With developing interest for overseeing social organizations and resources, positions in culture administration are developing. Prepared experts are in awesome request. Presently a large portion of the issues identified with
the way of life of India are managed by historical centers, scholarly foundations and by experts who have next to or no comprehension of administration parts of social organizations.

**Folk Art in India**

The Indian villagers have their own craft. Effortlessness and magnificence are its principle highlights. In the event that Indian move has sprung from the religious inclinations of her kin her music has likewise been affected by her social convictions. They live in agreement with the principal procedures of nature. Music is the best of all Indian craftsmanship. Indian Folk music is a natural impression of the extensive Indian culture. The quality of the towns is loaded with music; adore tunes, tunes of furrowing, planting and harvesting, rejoicings over births and weddings and goals towards God. The majority of these melodies spring from the dirt. Music is transmitted through the ages. The conventional people music is for the most part played on instruments like the Flute, Santoor, Dholak and so forth. The moves of India change and each state has a few types of move.

The Bihu of Assam, the Bhavai of Rajasthan, the Lavani of Maharashtra, the Theyyam of Kerala, and the war moves of Nagaland are a part of the remarkable society moves. Dumhal is age-old move is up 'til now kept alive by the Rauf family of Jammu and Kashmir and is performed by men who wear long and splendid robes, joined by tall cone formed tops. The performers put a flag into the ground at a settled territory, and the move is performed around this banner. Hikat is performed in social affairs, the specialists hold each other's hand and go around moving in circles. The pace of their improvement is adjusted by the beat of the music being played.

Of different artistic expressions, painting has dependably been an effective medium of social custom and articulation. It is related with values, convictions, conduct of humankind and gives material articles to comprehend individuals' lifestyle, their manner of thinking and inventiveness. In straightforward words, painting has turned into a scaffold to our past, reflecting what individuals think and need to delineate. Painting is likewise a piece of substantial material culture, where human manifestations are named as relics and aides in understanding the social esteems. It is a human method for changing components of world into image, where each of it has a particular significance and can likewise be controlled. Contrasted with mold, painting is
simpler to execute and that is the reason Stone Age individuals picked it as a statement of their convictions and creative energies. Truth be told, painting marks a totally new stage in the mankind's history and is viewed as a monster social jump.

The standard fixation in the mid Five Year Plans, from the First to the Seventh Plan, was the foundation of social relationship in the field of Paleo history, human examinations, and ethnography, archives, libraries, introduction halls and establishments. True blue endeavors were made in the Sixth Plan to consider culture to be one of the major intends to be encouraged with all change hones especially at all levels in the rule area to make it more fundamental to general day by day presence. Amidst the Seventh Plan, an additional push was given to contemporary imagination, protection, documentation and preservation of the social legacy and to set up social establishments. Amidst the eleventh Plan time many measures were taken for up-gradation/modernization, of Indian heritage especially financed by the Government of India.

To enable develop a national data to base of all workmanship things and old pieces open with the display corridors at various levels, and to give redesigned accessibility to scientists, masters and instructed visitors, another Plan was exhibited in the midst of the twelfth Plan time span.

In a country as diverse as India, a few societies have, throughout the hundreds of years, made India a place where there are everlasting celebrations. Each little event, from respecting the spring or rain and the reaping of harvests, to seeing the full moon, fits upbeat festivals sprinkled with hues, music, society moves and melodies. The Kumbh Mela celebration is the biggest social affair of religious travelers on the planet and happens at the crossing point of the Yamuna, Ganges and Saraswati waterways. An expanding number of outside travelers go to the Kumbh Mela to be a piece of the festivals and witness religious practices. More than 120 million individuals went by this occasion, which is the biggest number in any Kumbh in Allahabad up until now. The Pushkar Fair in Rajasthan, which had prior started as a method for exchange the deserts of the state, has now been promoted as world-popular dairy cattle reasonable. Several herders plummet upon Pushkar in the territory of Rajasthan for the five-day yearly camel reasonable.
Objectives of the Study
The terms ‘civility’ and ‘civilization’ are frequently recognized on different grounds. Both speak to two wide fields of human movement and experience. Civilization is continually progressing however not culture. Culture as a concept is more complicated than civilization. The results of human progress are more effortlessly imparted than those of culture. The results of culture uncover the idea of an individual or a social gathering or a country yet not results of human advancement. The main objective of the study is to describe the background and region of Folk Art of India and to identify the different regional folk forms of India. To ascertain the influence of tribal and folk art & culture on the socio-economic conditions of the subjects covered under survey. To examine the role of Government Schemes and Programs, Institutions in Preservation Promotion and Dissemination of all forms of folk art and culture and finally to encourage to make arrangement for printing and documentation of cultural properties of Tribes populations.

Literature Review
The review of Literature is important for the direction of the study. One who is not fully aware about what has gone before has little chance of making a worthwhile contribution. Therefore, every scholar has to survey the available literature relating to the field of study. Dr. A.L. Basham, in his legitimate work "A Cultural History of India", has noticed that India merits a bigger offer of credit since she has profoundly influenced the social existence of the vast majority of Asia.

A survey on this subject cannot be complete without recalling E.H. Carr’s ‘What is History’. Carr called attention to that certainties don't represent themselves. They talk just when the student of history approaches them to talk. The student of history chooses which certainty to give and in this way the antiquarian is fundamentally particular. Thus Carr concludes that "History is a continuous process of interaction between the historian and his facts, an unending discourse between the present and past, a dynamic, argumentative process, which can't be constrained by minor observation or love of certainties alone”.

Dr Erach Bharucha in his book, Living bridges: Folk Cultures of India, then and now weaves together historical and bio geographical narratives to bring alive the linkages between biological
diversity, anthropology, landscape ecology, and the need to protect and conserve traditional knowledge systems.

Restudies have been done on folk culture in these studies, they gave insights about inborn social associations, the natural surroundings, monetary life, material culture, convictions and practices, the yearly cycles of customs and celebrations, social dissemination, non ancestral communication on their financial, social, political and religious circles, life and culture, and so forth by and so forth. In these investigations we discover the progressions that have occurred in these inborn groups with the entry of years.

**Research Gap**

Thus from the above study we can conclude that although many studies has been done related to folk art but more studies are needed for its digital preservation and continuity. Before a framework can be developed for identifying and prioritising historical and cultural research requirements, the gaps in the available data must first be identified, so that these discrepancies are addressed in the framework.

**Conclusion**

The Archeological Survey of India has over the years, collected and documented certain folk art and craft forms, like Warli paintings, wall paintings of the Gond, musical instruments of different tribal and other communities etc. as part of its work. The Indira Gandhi Rashtriya Manav Sangrahalaya organizes exhibitions, workshops and symposia for the preservation of the creative and performing arts and culture of the people of this country, of which traditional folk art constitutes an important part. The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, another autonomous organization under the Ministry of Culture, has documented and disseminated knowledge about these art forms, through several events which include exhibitions, audio-visual documentations, seminars, performances and publications. Indian culture is experiencing an intense culture emergency; which is reflected by the conventional group associations being suppressed under severe moral, social and economic pressure. Every conceivable exertion ought to be made to maintain the natural magnificence, innate quality and center belief system of society craftsmanship and social structures. This is fundamental to
guarantee their selective character. Inheritance centers should be used as limit groups for files and relics replications. These concentrations will fill in as information natural surroundings for the general populace to use. Data should be secured by methods for current imaginative means on limited plates.

Government must take steps to encourage ‘Traditional folk tourism’ as an upcoming industry by building cultural resources with an adaptation of scientific and technological knowledge to local circumstances as well as forming partnerships between local and global bodies. Diffusing should be both formal and easygoing and center as a wide a gathering of individuals as could be permitted. Research revelations should be broadcasted through school clubs, theaters, social occasions, festivities, describing, trades and so forth. It's far certainly obtrusive that folk art and way of life is of giant significance in ensuring country wide integrity, communal harmony and different socio-cultural identity of the various corners of our country. Whether it is Indian folk music, dance or art they are all reminiscent of the rich Indian culture.
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